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A.  Sample preparation: 

1.  Place 3g dry powdered kava and 9ml acetone in 15ml plastic centrifuge tube. 

2.  Shake 2 minutes. 

3.  Centrifuge 15 minutes. 

4.  If top portion is not relatively clear, let settle.   

5. Transfer supernatant (clear portion) to glass test tube, cap tube.   

6. Let settle until totally clear.  Sample must be at least 3cm from bottom of tube to top of sample. 

B.  Colorimeter and Program Setup: 

1.  Connect Kava Colorimeter to computer using USB cable (or to iOS device using Bluetooth). 

2.  Run Graphical Analysis application.  NOTE: If program gives error “Graphical Analysis is not supported 

within the Chrome browser on Windows. Use the Windows Version instead.”, do NOT use Windows 

version.  Type CTRL-D to bypass this screen, and the program will load.   

3.  After program loads, click box in upper right, then click “Table”: 

 
4.  Screen should appear as below.  Now click “Mode” in lower left… 

 



 

 

5.  … change “Rate” to “1”, and click “Done”:

 
C.  Colorimeter Calibration: 

1.  Lamp in upper left should have illuminated when USB cord was connected.  Press arrows to select 470nm: 

 
2. Prepare glass tube containing 5ml acetone only (no kava) and insert in colorimeter.  Press yellow “CAL”, wait 

until lamp below button stops flashing. 

3. In the Graphical Analysis program, click “Collect”, wait 3-5 seconds, click again to stop.  “Transmittance” 

column (%T) should read 100%.  If not, ensure tube is clean and repeat step 2.

 

 



 

D.  Sample Measurement: 

1.  Insert prepared sample in colorimeter 

2. Click “Collect”, click again to stop when reading is consistent. 

3. Record sample number, wavelength, and transmittance value. 

4. Repeat for each sample. 

5. Change wavelength to 565nm and recalibrate (refer to section C.) 

6. Retest each sample at 565nm, record sample number, wavelength, and transmittance value.

 
E.  Parameter Calculation   

1.  Value is calculated using the following formula: x=(%T 470nm/%T 565nm)*100.

 
2. In the above Excel example, the value for sample #1 is calculated by placing this formula in cell D1: 

=(B2/C2)*100  Once this formula is typed in the first “Value” cell, it may be copied and pasted to the 

remaining cells in the “Value” column.   

F. Determination 

1. Below are the average values from tests of verified samples of Vanuatu noble and two day kava:

 
G.  Guidelines for Kava Evaluation 

In most cases, noble kava will show a test value of >35 and two day kava will return a value <30.  For best 

accuracy tests should be performed using known samples of the noble and two day kava cultivars that are 

common to your area, and values adjusted as necessary.  In cases where an alleged noble sample tests as two 

day, positive identification of the specific cultivar should be verified by an expert.  Additionally, steps should be 

taken to ensure that the samples provided are in fact from the same plants.        

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


